Speech Analytics
Delivering integrated Speech Analytics to provide
real-time business intelligence
Putting your customer interaction
under the microscope - our solutions
make it child’s play
Liquid Voice Speech Analytics will focus your business
on achieving profitable change through data analysis that
is immediate and actionable.
With Liquid Voice real-time Speech Analytics, contact
centre managers are able to manage the dynamic
nature of the contact centre and understand changes in
customer needs.
Ad hoc searching, complaint identification, and real-time
reports makes it easy to identify, and tackle problem
areas and spot new opportunities. With Speech Analytics
you can assess compliance with greater speed and
accuracy, ensuring all calls are handled with the highest
degree of quality and professionalism.

We reduced the time required for
assessing compliance by 75% by
using speech analytics to check
whether agents were handling
calls correctly
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Delivering integrated Speech Analytics to provide
real-time business intelligence

Key System Features
•

Analyse 100% of calls

•

Perform ad hoc searches

•

Use configurable search packs (collections of search phrases) to
analyse different areas of interest (i.e. complaints, sales, support)

•

Apply logical operators for greater search control

•

Tag recordings

•

Display calls with specified phrases

•

Drive desktop events by detecting key phrases during a call and
prompting helpful information to the agent

•

Audio is processed at 80 times real-time on a single 2.4GHz core

•

Ability to analyse a small subset of data of a few hours to an entire
database containing millions of hours of audio

Solution Benefits
•

Assists with compliance (checking agents are saying the things
they’re supposed to) and identifying and resolving complaints.

•

Dramatically cuts down the amount of time required to review
calls for compliance, resulting in improved assessment quality and
increased productivity.

•

Helps call identification by detecting which categories a call falls into
(such as complaints, sales, or support). This helps supervisors to
sort and easily identify different kinds of calls.

•

All customer interaction information is presented to the contact
centre managers allowing them to dynamically manage and improve
contact centre operations.

•

Allows for ad hoc searching within calls to easily locate specific
information or parts of the call

•

Gather competitor intelligence

•

Root cause analysis including call reasons and outcomes
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